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PROBLEM C: THE INFLUENCES OF ASSUMPTIONS AND VALUES 
ON INTERCULTURAL INTERACTIONS 
A Problem in Lieu of Thesis 
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of the Requirements for the _Degree 
Master of Science 
by 
Anthony C. ,Griffin 
March ·1972 
ABSTRACT 
'fllis study has. attempted: to draw together and more clearly 
define so�e of the cultural assumptions and values that may influ�nce 
our .b�havior as human beings. More specifically, it has attempted 
to clarify how these .assumptions and values may influence the �ehavior 
of individuals in cross-cultural situ�tions. 
Assumptions were defined as the predispositions people employ 
to e,cpla�� and pattern the world in a rational manner,. Assump�ions 
are r�lat;ively vague and very difficult to define or measure. Values 
are the explicit reflections of cultural assumpt�on�, and are relatively 
concrete, specific, and more easUy explained or .measured tnan 
assumptions 
Considerabl';! emphasis was given to a discus.sion of c�ltural 
pat terns whicl,1 are the individual's gutdes to th� number and l;ci1;1d of 
alternatives he may·ch�ose from for solving problems. 'fll�se patterns 
were broken down into four basic compone11its, which were discussed 
in the body of this text: (1). the modalities of human activity; 
(2) ma�' s relationships with nature; (3) the temporal focus of human 
life; and (4) man's relationship with oth�r men. 
It was suggested that the effectiveness of many internation�lly 
related programs might be enha��ed through the adoption of an attitude 
of culturally relativity, where �he individual, group, or institution 
is able to scrutinize itself in the light of often different cultural 
attit�des and modes of behavior. 
ii 
Edward Stewart�s ·alternative for e�couraging the adopti�n of 
. ' 
this _attitude was examined. 
iii 
In conclusion, implications. for further research _into the 
ch.aracter _of -cross"""cultural communicatio�s and behavior ·were disc;ussed. 
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SITUATION AND NEED FOR THE STUDY 
Introduction 
In recent years an . iµcreas::tn.gly larger num1?er of U.S. coilegea 
and universi�ie� have sought t�. provide a more. complete in�egration. 
of their international students with campu� .and conununity lif�. lb.is 
1 has been an explicitly stated objectiv� of several major universitie�. 
Smaller ce>.lleges with international student enrollment have al�.o 
directed themselves toward this end, albeit on m9re modest scales. 
lbese efforts at .. in.tegration and providing viable milieu toward 
facili�ating cross-cultural int,eractio� havE! in many places .met with 
only limited success or outright fa.Uure. Such efforts have inclu9,ed 
Host Family programs, International Wives groups, i�ternatio�al. _clubs, 
pr�grannned social and academic contacts, pai::ticipation in sports 
ac�ivities, ·area studie.s and .res�arc}:l program�, foreign . tecQn�cal 
assistance progtams, multicultural living arrangementst and i�t�r­
national festivals, to name a few. Several research studies have been 
conduct�d�iQ,@�ffort to determine the extent and character of 
international student participation in university and communitr life, 
1 The University of Michigan, Cornell University, University of 
California at Berkeley an.d Los Angeles, University of -Wisconstn ·and the 
University of Texas are.six major schools which have addressed themselves 
towar4 thi� general objective. 
1 
2 
and hypotheses regarding why the.foreign student does·or does not parti-
2 cipate are numerous. 
Purpose of the_StudY, 
This study was· undertaken in an attem�t t� define an� ciarify 
some of the assumptions and values of individuals as these may 
affect their behavior in, a cross-:_cultural situation. More specifically, 
the s.tudy proposes to examine some of these values and assumptions as 
they may relate to the behavior of those Americans who are in relatively 
close conta�t with international s.tudents at tq.e University of 
Tennessee, Knoxv_ille. Th�se persons would include foreign stuq.ent 
advisors, academic faculty with international students in their 
cla$srooms, Knoxville residents who. host or otherwise as_soc�ate ,witb, . 
international stud_ents, American students on the University of 
Tennessee campus who. have. contact with -these students, at1d other 
University personnel whose work brings them_in contac� wit� 
internationals. 
Under this rubric may als.o be included those_ Amer�cans who. are . 
not direG,tly concerned with international stu�ents at tq.e University of 
Tennessee, but Americans overseas (i.e. , miss.ionaries, t�chnical 
advisors, U.S. Government personnel abroad). 
2 � See C. V. Coeh_lo, Changing Images of America: A Study of Indian 
Students' Perceptions (Glencoe: The Free Press, 195_8); R. D. _Lambert 
and M. Bressler, Indian Students on an American Campus (Minneapq*is� 
Un�versity of Minnesota Press, 1956); Florence Kluckhohn and Fred L. 
Strodtbeck, Variations in Value Orientations (New York: Row
1 
Pet�rson, 
1961); and Edward St�wart, American Cultural
° 
Patterns: A Cross-Cultural 




This paper is based on some of the ideas and constructs of 
principally three-authors: Florence.Kluckhohn, Fr�d L. Strodtbeck 
and_ Edward C. Stewart. Their concepts concerning dominant American 
valueq and assumptions as they influence individual behavior �ill first 
be _analyzed in a general context, and then be applied speci.ficallr to 
3 
the purposes of this study. Where appropriate, example$ and illustrations 
from other authors and texts will be incorporated. 
Examination of Related Literature 
Little systematic attention has been given to the character 
of cross-cultural communication and how it is effected. Th�s is 
part�ally evinced by the relative lack of li�erature in this field. 
Studies dealing with intercultural communicat�on among foreign and 
domestic students in America are numerous, but, it is contended here, 
only superficial in. content·. 
Much of this literature is mechanistically oriented. Stress is 
most often .Put on examining differences in cultural mores, values and 
folkwaySI tha.� are easily defined and easily measured. However, few 
at.tempts have been made to systematically e.xplore the ch_aracter 
of cross-c�ltural behavior vis-4-vis differing cultural assumptiqns 
and values.. This s_tudy will attempt tq do so. 
For the _purposes of -this study, values are defi�ed as being largelr 
explicit in nature, and are easily artic�lated by .individuals. They �re 
relatively concrete. and speci,fic: the value of h�rd work in America, 
dignity of the individu�l, time is money, etc. 
Cult�ral assumption�; on th� other h�d, are most o�ten itnpli�it 
to ·the individual, very difficult for him to articula�e, and ill­
defined. Tiley represent how the individ_ual sees and explai_µs the world 
in which he lives. 
4 
Much of _the literature examined in this study purport� .to examine 
the characteristics of interaction between foreign and Amer�can 
stu�ent�, how it is effected, or ,why it-fails. However, most of these 
wri_ters reflect dominant American a�sumptions and values, by addressing 
themselves to examining how intercultural interaction might be enhanced 
on 'American campuses, rather than questioning the reasons for encouraging 
such interaction in.the first place. There is relatively little 
in trospecticm as to purposes, but considerable emphasis on methodology. , 
One au.thor notes that the international student's adj us tmen t 
to, and participation in, campus and.community life is contingent 
upon.several basic factors, some of which include: 
1. Faculty, administrative and student commitment 
to ,develop open-�inded attitudes and conciliatory patterns 
of behavior toward each oth_er. If they do. not, unhappiness 
and waste of time, money and energy .result. 
2. Provision of certain facilities should be made to ease 
the •.. .  social adjustments between foreign students, fellow 
students, faculty, administrators and citizens. • . •. Thqse 
foreign students who are not outgoing, independent personalities 
may need special help in making conta�ts with available resources. 
3. Ad�ptation and adjustment to American life are the goals 
of American education for international students. 
4. If _the foreign stu_dent: is to derive t}:le greatest benefits 
from his sojourn here., he must learn to establish priorities 
in his use of time and energies.3 
3Helen C. Clarke and Martha Ozawa, The Foreign Student in the 
United States (Madison� Un�versity .of Wisconsin, 1970), 184-188- · 
5 
A more_ scholarly work addresses itself to defining �nd clarifying 
the role (s) of culture vis-a-vis situational factors. The authors 
note t�at ·the behavior and adaptation of the.foreign student cannot. 
·be p�edicted or adequately evaluated without considering the frame 
of ·reference provided by his culture, and that evaluatio� of the 
extent of adaptation of the internat.ional student requires the .us.e 
of multiple �riteria, in�luding " . . .  the personal and social 
adaptation that the _student must make in order to meet educational 
needs, career goals and-situational demands."4 
Based on their long-range study of graduate students, Selby and 
Woods suggest t�at the emotional and academic,pressures placed on the 
internat;ional student to _achieve, to compete with other students; 
may effectively preclude leisurely social _activities and broad social . 
con�act with Americans. The authors found that " . .. · studen� morale 
varied with the ac.ademic seasons, whether quaz:ter _or semester, . 
5 and, in fact, the academic.pressures preempt.his attention and energy. " 
In a paper by Clarence Hendershot the basic.questio� posed is, 
" . . •. how ca1;1 universities ·enhance their effectiveness in prepariµg 
both the American and our foreign visitors on our campuses to live 
together harmoniously on 'Spaceship Earth 7'" Toward accomplishing 
this end, Hendershot proposed that sue� activities as noted above 
(e.g., Host Family programs, International clubs), which are destgneq 
4Marjorie Klein, et al., "The Fore:f:_gn Student Adaptation Program, " 
Inte_rnational Educational and Cultural Exchange (Winter, 197.1).. 
5Henry A. Selby and Clyde. M. Woods, "Foreign Students at .. a High­
Pressure University, " .Sociology of Education, XXXIX (1966), 153 • . 
to facilitate foreign student participation in American life, " • • •  be 
coordinated • • •  and that measures should be taken to maximize these 
6 cultural benefits.", 
6 
Some efforts have been made to statistically measure th� charac-. 
ter and extent of the foreign student's adaptat�on to campus life, and to 
assess his needs, goals, aqd the exact character of some of the situa­
tional factors he ,confronts, or .may con.front, while pursuing his studies 
in this country. 
Tamar Becker, in her dissertati�n on attitudinal changes among 
a selected population of foreign st�dents at UCLA, tested the U-Curve 
7 hypoth.esis of attitudinal changes among international students there. 
This hypothesis states that foreign students typically undergo a 
definite cycle in their feelings toward the United States. They begin 
with highly enth�siastic reactions on\their arrival here, experience­
a "trough" of depress ton later in their stay, and arrive at some 
accommodation with conflicting feelings of distrust and dislike for 
the host culture, and those of enthusiasm fo� the host country. 
However, Becker hypothesized that the attitudes of students 
from developed nations (e.g., Europe) would be 
6 Clarence Hendershot, International Centers (paper prepared for 
CODFISH [Council of Directors of Foreign and International Student 
Headquarters] meeting, Office of International Education, Southern 
Illinois University at Carbondale, May 9-10, 1971), p. 3. See also, 
Dixon C. Johnson, .Invqlving Americans.in International Programs (paper 
prepared for Annual Conference of NAFSA [National Association for Foreign 
S�udent Affairs], University of British Columbia, Vancouver, British 
Columbia, May 11-14, 1971). 
7ramar Becker, "Patterns of Attitudinal Changes Among Foreign 
St�dents," dissertation abstract published in The American Journal of 
Sociology, LXXIII (January, 1968), 431-432. 
• . • less def,ensi ve, less nationalistic throu_ghout the sojourn-­
that they would associate more extensively with non-compatriots 
and expose themselves to a wider range of communications.8 
7 
Conversely, it was predicted that a reverse pattern would occur 
for tho�e students from semi-developed countries with these student� 
experiencing considerably more of a "trough" and less asso�modation of 
value systems toward the end o; their stays. Based on her,observations, 
Becker concluded that attitudinal chan,ges �ere significantly related 
to whether the student comes from an "underdeveloped," "semi­
developed," or "highly developed" country. 
Edward Stewar� concluded that these prograiµs which seek to 
broaden relatio�s among foreign and American students are usually 
short-sighted and oft�n result in failure. According to Stewart: 
They make the ,typical American assumption that bringing 
people together in some form of social activity will spontaneously 
produce meaningful cross�cultural interaction. Experience 
negates the assumption, and reveals the need for the tforeign 
student] advisor to possess awareness of his·own culture and 
social predispositions.9 
Stewart goes on to say t�at the American student_ represents, 
in an aggregate sense, the American-value system, and 
Unless American students, or partic�lar groups within the 
American student body, can be helped to recognize others 
. . . the foreign student may be compelled to either retreat 
into an enclave of foreign or compatriot s�udents, or to 
discard his own culture and become "Americanized. 11lO 
This au�hor generally supports Stewart's views in this regard. 
Indeed, Stewart and a very few others posit that in order for 







it is imperative that all participants--whether American or forei-gn--. 
recognize their own cultural identity, and be able to judge their 
behavior and that of others from a viewpoint-of cultural relativity. 
8 
CHAPTER II 
CONTRASTS OF CULTURAL ASSUMPTIONS AND VALUES 
It is assumed here that certain cultural characteristics of 
Americans and foreigners inf.luence their behavior with each other, 
and that thes_e behaviors are largely products and manifestations · 
of the cultural assumptions and values held by both Americans ·and 
foreigners. 
Most Americans certainly realize that fo.reigners are culturally 
different from them. This awareness of. differences more· often than 
not takes the .form of perceived s�ereotypes, where people of differing 
cultures are categorized in terms of the host country culture. It 
is also likely that these stereotypes reflect the assumptions and 
values held by the host cu.l ture, and help to "explain!' the new and 
the different to those in the host culture who have contact with 
foreigners. 
Many.Americans may still see Asians as shy and deferential, 
mysterious and generally inscrutable, Arabs are explosive, sly and 
tricky� Indians are gentle and tolerant. Germans are organi?ed 
and ruthless. The British are staid, haughty and wry. Africans 
are ebullient, politically and socially backward, a�d closely tied 
to nature. 
Americans are .generally able to perceive cross-cultural 
differences in ·customs and mores with lit�le difficulty. Differences 
in posture, gesture, family relationships, religions, political and 
economic systems can be objectified and understood by American analysts, 
9 
however 
The fa ct that these differences may be easily perceived often 
obscures the deeply .embedded but more profound disp�r�ties_ in 
concepts about the world and experience and in patterns of 
thought and modes of ·action, all of -which af feet •. . • person­
tQ-person interaction. ! 
While in virtually any culture values and assumptions may vary 
acqording to individuals, groups, and even institutions, certain 
10 
values are-shared by a dominan� po�tion of society and constitute norms 
for tha� cu� ture. However, these variations in values are bo.th 
2 limited and sy�tematic. As the term is used here, cultural patter�s 
signify the individual's guides to the kind and n�mber of alt�rna�ives 
or solutions·he may choose from for solving problems. This is based 
on Kluckhohn' s premise that: (1) there is a limited number of common 
human.problems for which all men must, at some time, at�empt to find 
solutions; (2) problem solving is -definitely variable within .a range 
of possible solutions; and (3) while various solutions or alternatives 
to problem solving a�e-theoretically present, some solutions wi�l most 
often be pref.erred over others. 3 This is to say that problems that all 
men face are common to them because of their common humanity� Also, 
depending on dominant societal, group, and/or individual nornis and 
values, certain and specific solutions to these problems will be 
chosen consistently more often than other solutions or alternatives. 
Thus_, while a wide range of alternatives is theoretically present and 
available to the individual confronted with a problem to solve, hi� 
values, wllether reflect'ing dominant soci,etal values or whet.her merely 
1 St;ewart, 4� 2 Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck, 10. 
his as an individual, will ipso facto preclude �im from perceiving all 
the possible solutions and therefore pre�lude him from choos�ng from 
a wide range of problem solving options. 
Thus, within both dominant and variant patterns of thought, 
alternatives are, in effect, rank-ordered. 
Kluckhohn and Strodtl;>eck, alqng with Stewart, h�ve singled 
out these problem areas -as common to all societies. 
(1) What are the modalities of human activity? 
(2) What are Man's relationships to nature? 
(3) What ·is the tempora:l focus of human life? 4 
11 
These areas of _interest will be examined below and are graph�callf 
illustrated in Figure 1. 
Modalities of Human Activity 
Kluckhohn suggests that se�f-expression is a problem common to 
5 all individuals of all cultures, and which she classifies as the· 
"ac�ivity modality" centering on the problem of man's.mode of self­
expression in· activity. 
In the United States, the dominant mode of activity i� "doing"-­
referring to the assumption that an individual's actions should center 
on the _realization of concrete accomplishments. Its most distinctive 
characteristic in American society is 
4 Ibid., 11. See also Stewart, 26, and Stewart, et al.·, Simulating 
Inter�ural Communication Through Role Playing (Washington, D.C.: 
Human Resources Research Office, Technical Report 69-7, May, 1969),  14. 















Range of Possible Variations 
I 
Neutral I Mixture of Good-Evil Good· I 
I 
Mutable I Immutable Mutable : Innnutable 




Figu,re 1. Values and ass-ump-tive orientations. and a. range of possible variat,ions. a 
aFlorence Kluckhohn and Fred Strodtbeck, Variations in Value Orientations (New York: Row, 
Peterson, 1961), 12. See also E. C. Stewart, et al., Simulating Intercul-tural Connnunication Through 
Role Playing (Washington, D. C.: Human Resources Research Office� Tec\lnical Report 69-7, May
_,. 
1969), 
20-21, fer a more detailed description and summary of cul tur:al ass.ump tions and values. 
...... 
N' 
. • •. a demand for the kind of activity which. results in. 
accomplishments that are measurable by standards conceived 
to be· _external to the _acting individual. In other words, 
what <ioe$ ·the person do? What can be accomplish? 6 
13 
According to this view, for every action there must pe a.cause, 
and in terms of this mode, the American's view of the world is·rational 
in .. that events and circumstances are ultimately understandable, 
measurable, and subject tq manipulation. Succinctly stated: 
. . .  the Ameri�an's tendency is to be means oriented toward 
the world . • . . He conceives [the world] in terms of 
problems which a rational problemsolver .can solve.7 
A second cultural orientation to action, often dominant in 
other.societies, is that of "being" which is in contrast ·to the 
American "doing" orientation. This mode of activity refers to the 
spontaneous expression of what often is regarded in these other 
societies as the innate nature of human personality. As noted by 
Stewart, it involves the phenomenological experience of man.rat�er­
than his tangible accomplishments, and is associated with the notion 
8 of having a natural and given posi.tion in society. 
For instance, in some non-Western countries it is the contemplative 
man.or the mystic who is valued and idealized by society a� a whole, 
rather than the American "doer." This orientation o� mode of activity 
c�uld possibly be construed as a spontaneous expression of desires and 
impulses. But, this conclusion would not be complete or accurate, as 





7 Stewart, American Cultural Patterns_, 30. 
assumptions and values. Essentially, this mode stresses what man is 
rather than what.he can become. 
The·"being" mode and the assumptions that underpin it centers 
on the roles of the individual in soc�ety, rather t�an on his 
achievements or ability. It is the� largely ascriptive iri .nature, 
14 
and defines "experience" as being largely apart from man's manipulation 
or control; experience, while not wholly external to man, is .both a 
par� of him and the world� 
Where the American will ordinarily try to understand and manage 
behavior and environment, t�e ascriptive aspect of this "being" mode 
supposes that individual behavior or actions play a significantly 
smailer role.in proble�-solving and determining the outcome of any 
given situation or set of situa�ions. In�tead, for example, the 
motivations and interests of the individual's work or peer groups may 
well take precedence over individual goals, ide�s and responsil;>ilities. 
A third orientation to action is that of "being-in-beco.ming. " 
This view of man's nature is similar to the "being" orientat�on in 
that it reflects what the human being is rather than what he can do. 
9 
The major difference between this and the other modes is that i� stresses 
that man.can and does develop " . . .  all aspects of the _self as an 
· 10 integrated whole." 
Man's Relation to Natur� 
Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck premise their discussion of this topic 
on the three relatively well accepted. theses of man's relationship 
9 Kluck.hohn, 16. 10 Stewa;t, American Cultural Patterns, 33. 
to nature, and how these are perceived gy some �riters in sociology, 
anthropology, philosophy, ethnology and psychology. These three 
views are: 
(l) Man's subjugation to natur�. 
(2). Man's harmony wit� nature. 
· (3) Man's superiori_ty over nature. 
15 
The first view is often perceived through expressions of fatalism, 
or, "If it is God's will. . • " · While .he may be an integral part of 
nature, he is su�jec� to it. He cannot affect but is affected. 
Th� second mode of perceiving man's relationship to nature is 
that of harmony with it. According to Kluckhohn and Strodtbeck: 
One is simply an extension of the other, and a conception 
of wholeness derives from their unity.11 
The mastery over nature position is the one mode perhaps most 
exemplified_ by Americans. In this view, man is separ�te from the 
physical ·world, and is able to change, ma�age and ultimately dominate 
it. According. to this view, man- is basically future oriented. He 
generally does not question the value or efficacy of pursuing certain 
g0als or of solving problems as much as the best means toward realizing 
these goals. This contrasts with the view of nature held by many 
non-Western peoples in that natural, or material wealth is limited; 
it cannot be increased significantly so as to benefit the maximum 
number of people, but it can easily be decreased. Therefore, the 
individual's ability to effect significant changes in his environment 
11Kluckhehn and Stroqtbeck, 13. 
is also limited. Perhaps more important, however, is that he who 
attempts to manage resources, whether for self or community benefit, 
16 
is looked upon askance by other members of the community if the 
proposed or attempted change would significantly challenge the existing 
use of resources and material. Thus, considerably more emphasis is 
placed on conformity to societal norms, and significant deviation from 
these is subject to punishment in a variety of ways. By extension, 
competition between members of a society for geods or non-material 
benefits (e.g. , status) is more severely limited than in the United 
States, which places much greater emphasis on the value of competitiaµ. 
Temporal Orientation 
Where the American middle-class man may subscribe to the assump­
tions outlined above, peoples in many non-Western countries would tend 
to place significantly greater emphasis on living the here-and-now, 
the past, or a combination of the two. This does not mean that the 
future orientation as outlined above does not exist at all in other 
nations, as it relates to the individual's behavior; all three temporal 
orientations do exist. However, they may be ordered--or rank-ordered-­
differently than we would do so as Americans. 
Numerous illustr�tions of this are available from the author's 
own observations. In many Andean countries, for example, t�ere is 
considerable stress on the combin�tion of the two orientations of 
past and present. In the Mexican-American Southwest United States, 
the present time orientation is often ranked as the first order 
alternative, Also, it migQt ge gener�lize4 );hf� the C�iµ,se, at least 
until recently, hav.� pl�<:�d gre�t emphasis on tg� past odent;a.tion. 
Man's Relation With Other Men 
It is assumed here that personal relatiQnS among Am�ricans are 
marked by a nutl1her of characteristics. Some 0f these wil� be �xamined 
below vis-�-vis hew interpersenal relatienships may be perceived hy 
many non-Western countries. 
Because of man's basic humanity, hi� "oneness" with his 
fellows, the American ideally hold� that all men are essentially 
equal. Man's basic "humanity, " then, is the standard by which all 
men are factored. 
In many non-Western countries the basic equality of all men may 
be more a function of roles or status than the common demoninator 
it is in America. And, in the contrast of Americans working .broad, 
Americans • • •  find it very confusing to shift from high 
to low status as the situation demands . . . .  Their uneasiness 
often leads to an assertive attempt to either establish a super-. 
ficially egalitarian ethos • • • or else to an attempt to estab­
lish hierarchies which are rigidly resistapt to other 
considerations such as lineage and education.12 
The value of equality in many non-Western countries does not pervade 
society and provide a basis for all interpersonal relationships. 
Instead equality may be more often expressed as a function 
of roles and therefore status. It is then considerably more of a 
variable instead of a constant, as may be ,the general case in America. 
12 Stewart, American Cultural Patterns, 46. 
17 
These differing approaches to interpersonal relations may be 
manifested through the confrontation orientation of Americans in t�eir 
attempts to establish rather intimate, informal relationships with 
others. According to the context of the relationship, this approach 
is often anathema to other peoples and personally threatening. The 
Japanese and Chinese concepts of "face" are directly related to this, 
although each differs from the other.13 
Kluckhohn distinguishes between relational orientations by 
categorizing interpersonal relations according to whether the. 
14 "collateral" or "lineal" principle dominates across societies. 
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If the so-called collateral principle is a dominant societal 
norm, the individual's adherence to and expression of laterally extended 
group (e.g., family, religious affiliation) norms and values take 
primacy over ''.individuality" or individual goals. 
If the lineal principle is dominant, 
group goals again have primacy, but there is the additional 
factor that one of the most important of these group_ goals is 
continuity through time. Continuity of the group through time 
and ordered positional succession with.in the group are both 
crucial issues when liniality dominates the relational 
succession [author's emphasis] • • . . 15 
Thus, the individual is not a human being in and by himself, 
but -0nly as part of a social order. This is a difficult concept 
with which most Americans can successfully identify. 
It is suggested here that some internationally oriented programs 
13 Fer a description of the Japanese concepts of "face" vs. 
those of the Chinese, see ibid., 49. 
14
Kluckhohn and Stredtbeck� 19. 15Ibid., i9. 
conducted by private and governmental agencies in the United S tates 
are predicated on the assumption that : 
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proximity + contact + interaction of participants + unders tanding 
and appreciation + cooperation + peace . 
It is this - author ' s  view that this assumption reflects a 
considerable naivete on the part of its adherents . This assumption 
is not based on empirical , specific grounds , but is only "known" 
at the gross common sense level . It might alternatively be argued 
that : 
proximity + contact + selec·tive interaction of participants -+ 
reinforcement of prej udices and/or misunders tanding + dis trus t + 
emnity .  
This sugges ts that those who are engaged in internationally 
re lated programs migh t bes t realize s ome o f  their goals by adopting 
an atti tude of  cultural relativi ty where the individual or group can 
s crutinize itself in the light of o ther , of ten radically different 
cultural atti tudes and modes of b ehavior .  In a nutshell , t o  know 
others one mus t know himself as well as the extent to which his own 
atti tudes and behavior are influenced by his society and its values , 
and the values of the individual involved . 
Adop ting this proposed at titude of cultural relativity is 
certainly a difficult process . To date , little concrete work has been 
done in this area , as is evinced by the dearth of research in this area . 
Some few private and governmental agencies have addressed 
their training programs to inducing pre cisely this type of at titudinal 
change in terms of the relativity 9f values and s tandards of behavior .  
It is prop0sed here, however, that many of these programs are 
only partially successful in meeting this goal in that they tend to 
be more ob j ectively oriented (i.e., changing others) than subj ectively 
oriented (i.e., changing oneself) .  While the most effecttve approach 
toward inducing attitudes of cultural relativity is still largely 
a matter of conjecture, an interesting alternative has been 
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proposed. 
According to Stewart, the American should have a thorough 
understanding and appreciation for his own culture, the foreign 
culture with which he is trying to identify, and the "culture" which 
emerges from continued and profound contact of the American and his 
foreign counterpart. This "third culture" has been defined as: 
The complex of patterns learned and shared by communities 
of men stemming from both a Western and non-Western society.17 
In this third culture, it is assumed that relationships between 
interacting person�. should ideally be coordinate and compatible. 
Where they are not, conflict arises between American and foreigner. 
Stewart also argues that conflict between the American and 
foreigner may provide both with the opportunities for "unfreezing, " 
18 "moving, " and "refreezing" of attitudes and behavior. 
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Through profound and risk-oriented interaction between Americans 
and foreigners, whether artificially induced through role playing or 
defined_ through actual cross-cultural experience, the individual is 
"unfrozen" from habitual modes of perception � 
16 Stewart, American Cultural Patterns , 86. 
17 Stewart, et al., Simulating Intercultural Communication, 11. 
18Ibid., 8. 
by the experience of being exposed to the consequences of 
acting upon his own cultural-cognitive frame of reference.19 
This part of the process brings one's own values and cultural assump­
tions into question, and highlights the roles his own culture plays 
in determining who and what he is. 
The "moving" aspect of the process induces an attitude of 
cultural relativity and, hopefully, empathy with values and behaviors 
often radically different from what he would ordinarily accept or 
reject as "correct" or "incorrect." 
21 
The final part of this process is that of "refreezing, " where the 
individual is ready, willing and able to relearn other values and 
behaviors as being "correct" or "incorrect, " and to feel comfortable 
with . these behaviors and the reasons for them. 
This by no means implies that the individual then "goes native." 
Rather, by "unfreezing, " "moving, " and "refreezing" he should become 
more aware of his own values as· an American, and as an individual. 
Through this process, the individual's cognitive abilities, 
his fle_xibili ty and maturity in understanding, appreciating and applying 
new approac�es to problem solving may be significantly strengthened. 
19Ibid • ., 8. 
CHAPTER III 
IMPLICATIONS 
Below, we shall attempt to. analyze some of the salient charac­
teristics . of some University of Tennessee international programs 
insofar as these characteristics reflect dominant American values 
and assumptions. Also, implications for further research will be 
discussed . as ·these are pertinent to understanding the roles culture 
may play in influencing beha,vior of individuals in cross-cultural 
situations. 
University of Tennessee International Club 
and International House 
International and American stu�ent participation in International 
Club programs has been less than satisfactory . 1 The lack of strong, 
continuous leadership by Club officers, coupled with sporadic funding, 
tmimaginativ� programming, and a failure to actively recruit new 
members, certainly contributes to this unattractive picture of the 
Internatioµal Club. However, there is perhaps another reason for 
inadequate Club performance. 
International clubs are generally not a natural part of the 
University and community environment. Like International Houses 
across the country and at the University of Tennessee, these clubs 
are designed to provide a "h0me away from home" for the foreign 
1
Gaither and Griffin, 6. 
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student . Instead of fostering interaction between foreign and 
domestic students , they often find themselves reaching primarily 
the foreign student who �as not reached a comfortable accommodation . 
with his university and community surr:oundings • . Whether this is true 
remains to be definitely proven . However, International clubs and 
International houses are a permanent part of many University campuses . 
Given the above, this author would suggest that the University 
of Tennessee International Club and International House provide the 
major function of acquainting the new foreign students with a wider 
spectrum of campus activities, University of Tennessee facilities, 
and the Knoxville community. In effect, what is proposed here is 
tha t .t�ese two organizat�ens serve only a liaison function betwe:en 
the newly arrived foreign student and the wider community . They 
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should not attempt to perpetuate themselves on a permanent,· indefinite 
basis so far as any one student is concerned , but should seek to 
introduce the new foreign student to the widest possible range of 
American life as found in Knoxville . Neither organization is performing 
this function satisfactorily at present . 
In�Service Training for Professionals and Para-Professionals 
There are two national organizations in the U�ited States which 
conduct in-service training programs for University personnel and 
community residents interested in intercultural communications and 
cress-cultural interaction programs. The National . Assoc.iation for 
Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) and the Regional Council for 
International Education (RCIE) encourage foreign student advisors � 
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international students, community people working with foreign students , 
and academic personnel to attend inter-cultural communication work­
sho?S and seminars dealing with cross-cultural communications and 
behavior. Participants are encouraged to. initiat� similar workshops 
on their respective campuses, given appropriate local circumstances. 
This aspect of the overall programming of NAFSA and RCIE forms 
a relatively small. part of their . operations. Of the two, h0wever, 
RCIE has most probably done more concrete work in this field. Given 
the purposes of this analysis, we would conclude that both organi­
zations , es-pecially NAFSA, the larger and perhaps more influential of 
the two, devote considerably more time and resources toward 
investigating further the character of cross-cultural communications 
and the influences of culture on behavior. 
Int�rcultural Communications Workshops 
These workshops are a relatively new innovation in the United 
States. To date, three such workshops (ICW ' s) have been conducted 
on the University of Tennesse� ' s  Knoxville campus. 
The !CW is designed to enable participants of· different 
cultural backgrounds to increase their understanding of their own 
and other cultures, and attempts to relate personal behavior to the 
processes of cross-cultural communications . The !CW is experientially 
oriented and informal, with much of the participant interaction 
taking place in small groups • . For the most part, University of 
Tennessee ICW participants have responded enthusiastically to this 
program , which will continue t�roughout the academic year . 
Use of  Video Tape in Examining Cultural 
Influences on Behayior 
Sin�e summer , 19 71 , the Office of Internationa.l Student 
Affairs ; . in cooperation wi th t};le Psychology Department of the ·Uni­
versity of Tenness ee , has b een video taping non-s tructured informal 
conversations be tween students fr�m differen t cul tural backgrounds . 
This method is b eing used to dis cover cultural s imilarities and 
differences which may affect interaction be tween the participants . 
Through use of both this medium and the Intercultural Conununications 
Warkshop , it is also hoped that a bet ter definition of the extent 
of  cultural �· individual , pe�sonal influences on intercultural 
communication and behavior will result .  
To our knowledge , this experiment is unique in the United 
S tates , and its efficacy has yet to be demons trated . However ,  the 
servi ces of a videotape cameraman with a b ackground in psychology -
have been engaged to continue this research during winter , 19 72 . 
Bo th the !CW and the use of  the video tape are ess.entially 
researc� proj ects conducted by this offi ce . While !CW and videotape 
participants - may gain from parti cipation in these proj ects , their 
primary purpose is to provide the staff of t�is office with a more 
thorough unders tanding of its principle clientele--the international 
s tuden t .  To date , they have provided us with considerable reason 
for re- thinking and re-evaluating the purposes and programs of 
this office . 
Data from this research will , hopefully , provide more ins ights 
as to  the exact functions of  · the International Club and the 
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International House , as well as the roles of  the various National 
Associations (e . g . , Chinese Association , Arab Association) on campus 
play in the social , cultural , and academic .life of their 
respective clienteles . 
The practical upshots fo� this research might help . provide 
concre.te and reliable answers for some questions , including : 
how are the International Club , International House , the Hos t  Family 
Program ,  and the National Asso ciations perceived by their clientele? 
Is there a correlation between national b ackground and participation 
in campus and community events ? To what extent do s tudents feel they 
should " adj us t"  to life here ? How do foreign s tuden ts here perceive 
Americans as a whole and why are Americans seen the way they are ? 
How do American s tudents and professors see the foreign s tudent , 
as a whole ? How do these perceptions affe ct their behavior ? What 
are the expectations of the foreign s tudent from his soj ourn here ? 
What 4oes he expect to do when he returns home ? How different (or 
�ow s imilar)  are the needs of foreign s tudents vs . those of American 




This essay ha� at tempted to draw . together and more clearly 
define some of the assump tions and values that may help determine 
our behavior as human beings . More specifically , this s tudy 
at tempted . to claiify how these values and assump tions may influence 
behavior of individuals in cross-cultural si tuations . 
It  has been recognized t�at , while deviant or variant 
patterns of behavior do' exis t for Americans · as a whole , certain 
values have peen accepted as dominant within this socie ty . 
Our · concern in this paper has been wi th these values and 
assumptions . 
Assump tions . .  h�ve been defined as the predispositions employed 
by the individ�al .t� explain and pattern the world in a rational 
manner . Values . . are explicit reflections �f. · assumptions . They are . 
relatively concre te , specific , and easily de fin�ble . Assumptions 
are relatively implicit , vague , . and more difficult to define or 
measure . 
It has been sugges ted that , as certain . values are dominan t. 
within a socie ty , variations in value orien tat�ons are rather limited . 
Corollary to this is Kluckhohn ' s  premise that : (1)  there are a limited 
number of common problems which all men mus t ,  at some 1 time , at tempt 
to resolve ; ( 2 )  there are , practically speaking , only a limited 
number of al ternatives an individual may choose from for solving 
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problems ; and (3)  while various alternatives to solving problems are 
theoretically present, some solutions or · alternatives will most often 
be chosen over others . 
Cultural patterns have been defined as the individual ' s  guides 
to the kind and number of alternatives he may choose from for problem 
solving. Cultural patterns have been broken down and analyzed in 
four components , (1). the modalities (or modes) of human activity ; 
( 2 )  man ' s  relationship with nature ; ( 3) the temporal focus of human 
life ; and ( 4) man ' s relationship with other men. 
The activity modality centers on the various modes of man ' s 
self-expression in activity. Modalities may vary across cu�.tures, 
and also within cul tu res. In the United States, it was .suggested 
that the dominant mode of activity was "doing, " in contras.t to the 
"being" mode of activity dominant in other cultures. This mode, 
in turn, is distinct from the "being is becoming" mode of activity. 
Various relationships of man to nature were also discussed. 
These r�lationships, as argued in this paper, may take three different 
forms : (1)  man ' s subj ugation to nature ; (2 )  man ' s harmony with 
nature ; and/or ( 3) man ' s  mastery over nature. 
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Man ' s  perception and use of time has been discussed as a 
cultural variable.. Culture may help determine men to be basically pa�t 
oriented, present oriented, or future oriented. 
Cultural influences on varying forms of interpersonal relation- . 
ships were also discussed. A distinction was made between these 
relational orientations on ,the basis of whether they were essentially 
"collateral, " "lineal, " or "individually" oriented. 
It was suggested that those who are engaged in internationall:y 
related programs adept an attitude of cultural relativity, where 
cultural and individual assumptions, values, and b,ehaviors are 
questioned and modified vis-,�vis assumptions, values and behaviors 
found in cultures oth_er th.an his own . 
Stewart suggests ·that this attit�de might be realized through 
the individual ' s  adoption of a "third culture, " which may emerge from 
a thorough understanding of the foreign culture, an4 his own culture . 
The third culture emphasizes a compatabiLl.ty between different 
cultural values, assumptions, and behaviors, and emerges from profound 
and give-and-take contact of different cultural backgr0unds . 
An attitude of cultural relativity may be induced through the 
"unfreezing, " "m0ving, " "refreezing " process ou�lined by Stewart . 
Through this process, serious co�flicts of values and behaviors are 
minimized, and the individual ' s  ability to appreciate and apply 
new approaches to problem solving are, hopefully, enhanced. 
Implications for research and application of the theories 
presented in the body of this paper were discussed in the final 
chapter . 
It was suggested that the University of Tennessee International 
Club and the International House serve as liaison agencies between 
the newly arrived foreign student and the University and Knoxville 
communities.� 
Re�ommendation was also made for the National Association for 
Foreign Student Affairs (NAFSA) and the Regional Council for 
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International Educatien (RCIE) to quantitativelr and qual.itat�vely 
expand their investigations into the character of cross-cultural 
communications. 
Mention was made o f  the use of intercultural communications 
workshops and the videotaping of intercultural dyads as ·other useful 
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